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                                IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING � When using your dishwasher, follow basic precautions, including the following:
a) Read all instructions before using the dishwasher.
b) Use the dishwasher only for its intended function.
c) Use only detergents or wetting agents recommended for use in a dishwasher and
keep them out of the reach of children.
d) When loading items to be washed:
1) Locate sharp items so that they are not likely to damage the door seal; and
2) Load sharp knives with the handles up to reduce the risk of cut-type injuries.
e) Do not wash plastic items unless they are marked 3 dishwasher safe 3 or the equivalent. For
plastic items not so marked, check the manufacturer’s recommendations.
f) Do not touch the heating element during or immediately after use.
g) Do not tamper with controls.
h) Do not abuse, sit on, or stand on the door or dish rack of the dishwasher.
i) To reduce the risk of injury, do not allow children to play in or on a dishwasher.
j) Under certain conditions, hydrogen gas may be produced in a hot-water system that has not
been used for two weeks or more. HYDROGEN GAS IS EXPLOSIVE. If the hot-water system
has not been used for such a period, before using the dishwasher turn on all hot-water faucets 
and let the water flow from each for several minutes. This will release any accumulated
hydrogen gas. As the gas is flammable, do not smoke or use an open flame during this time.
k) Remove the door to the washing compartment when removing an old dishwasher from
service or discarding it.
l) DO NOT IMMERSE IN WATER.
m) HOUSEHOLD AND INDOOR USE ONLY.
n) It is forbidden to open the door while the appliance is working to avoid personal danger.
Don’t open the door when washing advoiding to hot water flying out causing any hurts

                                    SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS



1.Power socket must be grounded，avoiding to possible electric leakage or shock;
2.Don’t share one 7.6A / 10A socket with other appliance avoiding to fire.
3.An of new parts or power line will be changed by service man after damages；
4.Dispose of the machine in a environmentally friendly manner under local regurlations;
5.Do not place the machine in the enviroment under 0 °C, like outside door in clod weather；
6.Please use the salt and detergent which is special for dishwasher;
7.Don’t place and use the machine in the platform which is not stable, wet, smooth, 
   inflammable avoding to any damage；
8.Don’t place and use the machine within 150mm far from gas stoven or heater；
9.Don’t place any heavy object on the door when door open advoiding to the machine turn over;
10.Don’t splash water into the machine advoiding to electric shock or fire；
12.Don’t drink the left water in the machine；
13.Don’t let children operate the machine independently avoiding to any dangerness

1.Don’t open the door when washing advoiding to hot water flying out causing any hurts
2.Don’t not touch our block the side air outlet；
3.Don’t tilt or move the machine when washng；
4.The nife or others with sharp point do not face person advoiding to any hurts when open door；
5.Pleae stop washng, power off, and close tap when any faults；
6.Please check and clean the machine time from time in order to the best washing effect；
7.Please fix the drain hose advoiding to the stained water outflow；
8.Don’t forcely pull power cord, drian hose, press cultery tray avoiding any damage；
9.Don’t use wet hand to operate the machine advoiding electric shock；
10.Children shoud be far from the chemical material such as salt, detergent advoiding to any hurt.


































